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Description

Postage and payments

Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Last updated on 23:34:33 BST, 29 Oct, 2010 View all revisions

Item specifics
Condition:

Used: An item that has been previously used. See the seller’s listing for full details and
description of ... Read more
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This is you chance to own the no longer needed HMS ARK ROYAL R07
It is in good condition and can be taken anywhere in the world for party's and such events
Some history and finer details
"This is the fifth vessel to bear the proud name. Ark Royal was built by Swan Hunters Ship Builders' yard at Wallsend in December 1978 and launched by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the
Queen Mother. HMS Ark Royal was accepted into service on 1 July 1985 and finally Commissioned, again by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother on 1 November 1985.
HMS Ark Royal is larger than her 2 sisters, Invincible and Illustrious, at 211.4 metres (693 feet) long. She has a maximum beam of 35 metres (114.7 feet) and a displacement of 20,235
tonnes.
4 Olympus gas turbine engines (like Concorde's) propel the ship, which give a maximum speed in excess of 30 knots. A steeper ski jump than in the other ships of this class is fitted at the
forward end of the flight deck.
The ship's motto is 'Zeal Does Not Rest'. "

I have set no reserve as we don't care about our defence now and have started the bidding at .99p , Harriers might become
available soon so please check back.

Thank you for checking my piss take listing and good luck
Any questions please feel free to contact me
On 29-Oct-10 at 23:34:33 BST, seller added the following information:
Hello All
Thanks for all the questions and bids i have tried to answer as many questions as possible but there has been a lot of them.
Heres to the RN

Hope the winning bidder has the money ready LOL

Questions and answers about this item
Q: Hi,I am a American potential buyer,is this the original Ark Royal Ship? reason i ask is because i 30 Oct, 2010
bought London Bridge thinking it was the Tower Bridge,also can you deliver it to Arizona for me???
my native Indian friend... Continue reading
A: Yes not a problem , i also have the tower of London if you want it ??
Q: Hi matey, Just a thought (and I have been thinking this all week, but thought i'd remind you
29 Oct, 2010
about it before it goes into the last 24 hours) ... what happens if it sells for just over a million quid? are you sure... Continue reading
A: I will have to find another ship to pay the fees LOL
Q: I'M INTERESTED IN BUYING THE SAID SHIP BUT NOT SURE HOW TO GO ABOUT
29 Oct, 2010
CHANGING THE NAME DOES IT COME WITH A V5 OR DO I HAVE TO APPLY FOR IT... NAME
CHANGE IS TO ** THE MARY CELESTE ** SINCE SHE LOST HER SKIPPER AND CREW AS...
Continue reading
A: Not a problem go for it
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Q: Hi mate, Will it come with full tanks of fuel ???? and is it HPI clear ???? Cheers Scotty
A: Sorry no fuel, not sure about the HPI LOL you never know
Q: I had an old boiler and several radiators stolen from my drive, Two geezers in a flatback transit,
be careful where you leave it until sold,make sure its locked up and secure. Regards,SKINT
PLUMBER.
A: HA HA

29 Oct, 2010
27 Oct, 2010
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